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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 
DR DING L~ 
It is a pleasure to use this occasion to congratulate one of the distinguished members of our 
Editorial Board on an unusual honor that he received: Dr Ding Lee was appointed to a specially 
created Distinguished Chair, as its Inaugural Occupant, by the Naval Underwater Systems Center 
of the United States. Dr Lee's Chair is one of five so created, and is entitled Distinguished Chair 
in Modeling and Analysis. 
Dr Lee has been one of our most active Editors. He has published several of his fundamental 
works in this journal, and has communicated to us many others, thereby strengthening our journal 
considerably. 
Dr Ding Lee is with the Environmental Acoustics Research and Applications Division of the 
Surface Ship Sonar Department. He specializes in research and development of efficient computa- 
tional numerical techniques for solving underwater acoustic wave propagation problems. Dr Lee 
joined NUSC in 1971 after 15 years in private industry. His career has involved extensive work 
with applied computational mathematical methods in the areas of ocean acoustics, wave propaga- 
tion, radar antennae, solid state physics and aerospace problems. 
Dr Ding Lee received a Ph.D. in mathematics from the Polytechnic Institute of New York. He 
has published two books and more than eighty scientific reports and journal articles. Dr Lee was 
the recipient of the 1984 NUSC Science Award and the 1985 NUSC Special Achievement Award 
in Independent Research. His most recent contribution is his research and development of the 
implicit finite difference propagation loss model. 
This is an excellent occasion, therefore, to extend both out thanks and congratulations to him. 
On behalf of the Editorial Board 
ERVIN Y. RODIN 
Editor-in -Chief 
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